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ABSTRACT
We present a novel approach to the creation of user-generated,
documentary video using a distributed network of sensor-
enabled video cameras and wearable on-body sensor devices.
The wearable sensors are used to identify the subjects in
view of the camera system and label the captured video with
real-time human-centric social and physical behavioral infor-
mation. With these labels, massive amounts of continually
recorded video can be browsed, searched, and automatically
stitched into cohesive multimedia content. This system en-
ables naturally occurring human behavior to drive and con-
trol a multimedia content creation system in order to create
video output that is understandable, informative, and/or
enjoyable to its human audience. The collected sensor data
is further utilized to enhance the created multimedia con-
tent such as by using the data to edit and/or generate audio
score, determine appropriate pacing of edits, and control the
length and type of audio and video transitions directly from
the content of the captured media. We present the design of
the platform, the design of the multimedia content creation
application, and the evaluated results from several live runs
of the complete system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Information Systems Applications]: Models and
PrinciplesUser/Machine Systems[Human Factors, Human In-
formation Processing, Software Psychology]; H.3.1 [Information
Systems Applications]: Information Storage and Retrieval-
Content Analysis and Indexing; H.5.1 [Information Sys-
tems Applications]: Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tionMultimedia Information Systems[Video]

General Terms
Human Factors, Design, Management, Measurement, The-
ory
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present the SPINNER research platform

and its use for the creation of personalized documentary
multimedia content. Unlike traditional forms of document-
ing one’s life, the SPINNER system is designed to require
no specialized training or skills, yet allows for the creation
of comprehensible content. The SPINNER system achieves
this goal through the integration of on-body sensor devices
with environmentally situated cameras. This allows a par-
ticipant’s behavior, as detected by the sensors, to control
the video camera system without the participant changing
their activity or perspective in order to capture the event.

More specifically, media and sensor signals are captured
by a distributed sensor network equipped with high-quality
video capture and a suite of sensate, communicative, and
computational facilities. These signals are labeled and con-
strained from parameters that are collected and broadcast
by wearable systems from which location, personal affect,
and social parameters can be derived.

This paper summarizes the developed technology of the
SPINNER system and presents its deployment and use in
a real-life scenario to automatically create several videos.
These videos are presented and evaluated to illustrate the
effectiveness of the overall system and the developed media
creation techniques. More detailed technical information,
additional collected data, and descriptions of other applica-
tions of the SPINNER system are available in [1].

A system of video cameras deployed in the environment
has significant impact on the space, particularly with regards
to privacy. Detailed information about the privacy studies
and mechanisms deployed to minimize the negative impact
of the SPINNER system and future systems of this sort has
been previous published in [2].

The SPINNER system addresses the human resource cost
associated with multimedia content creation. While the
cost of video creation technological is rapidly decreasing, the
human-hours required to create cohesive video content has
remained relatively constant. By automating this process,
the SPINNER system enables considerable resource savings,
and this becomes one of the points of evaluation of the sys-
tem.
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2. MOTIVATION
Technological advances such as cheap cameras have shifted

the media power structure, allowing mass social engagement
in participatory video creation. Media capture technology is
exploding, and image/video/audio acquisition capability is
pervading many of our common digital devices (e.g., laptops,
mobile phones, appliances, toys, etc.), which are increasingly
carried on our person, providing opportunities for even more
personal media generation. The barriers to entry for contri-
bution of video are non-existent allowing everyone to be a
media participant with a voice and a means to document
their individual life.

The in-pocket and personally owned form factor of mass-
available camera technology promotes image capture based
on reaction, not on learned deliberate action. This limits the
reach and significance of the captured image, for the most
part, to the active participants involved in the original event.
In other words, much of the content created in this way is
intended as prosthetic memory with nostalgic/informative
value only to those immediately involved. To the rest of the
world, this appears as noise, often with no way of filtering
it out.

The SPINNER system is intended as a platform for ex-
perimentation with techniques to take advantage of the new
capabilities of partipartory media creation and address the
challenges implicit in organizing burgeoning streams of het-
erogeneous digitized personal media.

3. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The overall research program presented in this paper lives

in a novel and complex application space supported by a
combination of a situated distributed video network and
wearable sensing that has little to no direct precedence.
However, there has been significant work in the related fields
from which sub-components of this project have grown. The
following subsections illustrate related work in each of these
sub-components from which the SPINNER system has based
the development of its individual elements to create the over-
all system in its novel application space.

3.1 Video Sensor Networks
Advances in microelectronics have lead to smaller, cheaper

sensor nodes [3], which now sometimes feature video cap-
ture. The SenseCam, developed at Microsoft research [4]
and now being produced by Vicon [5], brings video sens-
ing and sensor-driven image gathering to a small, low-power
node. Devices such as this have began to support a number
of distributed camera systems, such as those developed by
Wayne Wolf at Princeton as a test platform for distributed
vision algorithms [6]. The Panoptes system [9] developed at
OHSU demonstrated a reprogrammable video platform and
showed how redundancy in smart camera systems can keep
information detail even in the event of a network outage.

The work of Andreas Savvides’ lab at Yale, called Enalab,
often uses multiple camera systems to investigate the real-
time capture of diverse phenomena [7], and often uses ad-
ditional sensing capabilities for subject identification and
labeling of video [8].

While not exactly a distributed video network, Microsoft
Research’s MyLifeBits [10] works to address challenges im-
plicit in organizing burgeoning streams of heterogeneous dig-
itized personal media.

The European Research Council has started an effort known
as 4DVideo [11] which seeks to develop algorithms for dis-
tributed camera systems to capture and analyze events.

Systems of this type could be integrated into a system like
the SPINNER video network and our analysis framework,
however, they differ greatly due to their lack of on-body
sensing and the subject access that it provides.

3.2 Human-Centric Sensing
Advances in ubiquitous and wearable sensing have allowed

us to observe human subjects with minimal interference,
supporting research into organizational behavior, social net-
working, and information diffusion. The Human Dynamics
Group at the MIT Media Lab has been a leader in this area
through several projects that look at human social behavior,
such as the Sociometer [12] and the Reality Mining project
[13]. Recent collaborations with the Responsive Environ-
ments group have utilized the Uber-Badge platform to look
at group social signaling and interest [14]. This has led to a
subsequent platform called the Wireless Communicator [15].

Research into the mapping of sensor data to human be-
havior is exemplified by projects such as Singh’s LifeNet [16],
Weld’s work in personalized user interfaces [17], and Wolf’s
work on understanding the purpose of travel from GPS data
[18]. More specifically, the field of activity recognition from
wearable sensors, such as in the work of Stephen Intille at
MIT [19] that can classify activity from accelerometer data
to provide context in healthcare applications and Paul Luck-
owicz’s work with ETH and the University of Passau on ac-
tivity recognition using a suite of wearable devices [20], has
provided insight for the design of new wearable systems.

In Bove and Mallett’s work, a close relative of the SPIN-
NER system because of their attempt to identify knowledge
in the data collected from reality, they explore ”decentral-
ized approaches for gathering knowledge from sensing de-
vices” [23], including the apropos Two Eyes camera project
[24].

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our system positions its capabilities where they can be the

most effective. The wearable devices are tightly integrated
with their subject, allowing access to data pertaining to ID,
affective state, social behavior, and human gestural motion.
The networked devices in the surrounding environment pro-
vide features that require too much power to be included
in the wearable suite, are location/environment specific, or
otherwise benefit from an objective perspective. Although
audio capture can come directly from our electronic badges
and some experiments also exploit first-person-perspective
video from high-quality cell phone cameras (like that on the
Nokia N95) worn around the neck as in [25], the main infras-
tructure for capturing media are the wall-mounted, sensor-
rich Ubiquitous Sensor Portals (USPs).

4.1 Ubiquitous Sensor Portals
The heart of our multi-tier platform is the SPINNER dis-

tributed media and sensor system. It integrates into the en-
vironment and provides situated, always-on, high-powered,
high-bandwidth capabilities to any application. The current
deployment has 50 individual nodes, termed Ubiquitous Me-
dia/Sensor Portals, installed throughout The Media Labora-
tory complex at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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Figure 1: Multi-tiered Distributed Sensor Network

Figure 2: Ubiquitous Sensor/Media Portal

The first component that makes up a USP is the Red
Board which is equipped with basic environmental sensors,
an audio system with dual powered microphones, and the
custom-designed ZMat wireless transceiver module.

Figure 3: Sensor Node from Distributed Sensor Net-
work, ”The Red Board”

The ZMat wireless transceiver module forms a mesh net-
work with all of the always-on and listening Red Boards.
This network allows all devices in the system to communi-
cate peer-to-peer as well as to centralized services. Since the
Red Boards are also equipped with Ethernet, the wireless
transceiver provides internet and high-bandwidth network

services to mobile, battery-powered devices that only have
a low-powered wireless transceiver.

The next module that the system uses provides media
features, such as video capture, and the processing capa-
bilities to handle high-bandwidth data. This module runs
an embedded Linux operating system to take advantage of
existing development tools and open-source software. This
module, nicknamed The Green Board, developed in collabo-
ration with Empower Technologies, is designed to minimize
its footprint to aid in deployment, operates with precision
timing and real-time features, and provides a suite of hard-
ware optimizations for multimedia capture, image and video
processing, and display.

Figure 4: Embedded Audio Video Capture and Pro-
cessing Device, ”The Green Board” (front)

The camera module has a 3.1 megapixel CMOS sensor
chip and a motorized auto-focus feature. Each Portal is
equipped with a touchscreen for in-situ interactions and dis-
tributed media broadcast applications.

An additional module provides high-brightness subject il-
lumination and the control of powerful DC motors used to
pan the camera back and forth and tilt then entire unit
up and down. This module is known as the Hat, since it
normally sits on top of the video camera device. The illu-
mination is provided by 5-Watt LEDs and driving circuitry.
It is also equipped with a photographic-quality light sensor.

Figure 5: ”The Hat” Unit, In Action, Side View of
Portal Showing Motorized Mount
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4.2 Wearable Sensor Devices
To capture the data most pertinent to the detection of

human behavioral events and context, a system of wearable
sensors was developed. These on-body sensing devices pro-
vide direct access to the subjects and can identify a partici-
pant to the system with location information.

The combination of wearable sensing with a distributed
sensor network situated in the environment is one of the
major achievements of this research. Besides capturing the
behavioral data only accessible with wearable sensors, the
on-body devices augment the overall network by recording
directly from the participant subjective media such as close-
mic’ed audio that can be synchronized with media captured
throughout the system.

Figure 6: Wearable Sensor Devices

To support a wide range of applications in wearable sens-
ing, two such devices were developed for this research pro-
gram. These devices, detailed below, are called the SPIN-
NER microBadge, or µBadge, and the SPINNER wrist sen-
sor unit.

4.2.1 The µBadge
The first wireless wearable sensor device that we devel-

oped is in the form of a small ID badge. This badge is
attached to the torso of the wearer either by a lanyard, by
a pin, or by being placed in a shirt pocket.

Figure 7: µBadge Wearable Device Pinned to a User

The µBadge builds upon existing badge platforms to in-
vestigate conversational dynamics and social signaling [14,

15]. The µBadge has a suite of motion and orientation sen-
sors including a 2-Axis Gyroscope angular rate sensor, 3-axis
accelerometer, and a 3-axis tilt compensated compass for
world orientation. It is integrated with the SPINNER media
network through a ZMat RF transceiver. It is equipped with
a dedicated audio CODEC and DSP for capturing and ana-
lyzing the wearer’s speech in real-time. It is further equipped
with removable memory that can store up to two weeks of
audio and data, IR transceiver for line-of-sight communica-
tion, user-input switches, speaker, and an OLED display.

The ZMat RF transceiver in the wearable devices commu-
nicates with the SPINNER network in order to identify and
track the participant and to synchronize the data collected
from the wearable sensors with that from the environment.
In addition to this integration with the larger system, the RF
transceiver can be used to off-load recorded data, transmit
real-time information, stream audio, and update the device’s
firmware.

4.2.2 Wrist Sensor Unit
The wrist sensor unit is intended to add to the system ges-

tural and biometric sensing channels that can not be seen
from the torso-mounted badge. By positioning additional
sensors on the wrist, the system can now react to manipu-
lator signaling, specific gestures, context indicated by arm
activity, and galvanic skin response.

Figure 8: The Wrist Sensor Unit

The wrist sensor unit is based on the µBadge and con-
tains the same ZMat transceiver module to integrate it with
the SPINNER network. The wrist sensor unit has all the
same sensors and features as the µBadge, with two major
exceptions. The 3-axis accelerometer on the wrist unit is a
high-end factory calibrated device providing more accurate
and faster sampling for gestural recognition, and the wrist
sensor unit has an additional galvanic skin response sensor
that responds to user affect.

5. SENSOR DATA FOR VIDEO CREATION
Using candid human physical and social actions as an in-

put to a creative process bases the output of the process
on reality, ensuring its validity and potential for relevance.
Although reality provides this potential, due to the sheer
volume of raw activity (much of which provides no great
insight) any actual relevant actions can easily be missed or
obscured by overwhelming amounts of non-essential happen-
ings. Having both an always-on distributed video network
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and devices directly worn by the subjects give us not only
the greatest chance of capturing important events, but also
facilitates the tools to understand, label, catalog, and utilize
the captured information. The SPINNER Video Applica-
tion uses the collected sensor data to form and label video
segments, which it can then sequence into a cohesive video.

5.1 Video Segmentation
The first task of the SPINNER Video application is to seg-

ment the video streams into manageable clips. The wearable
sensor devices identify the participants to the system and the
location system combined with the Portals’ motion detec-
tion, both PIR and video, can initially categorize/segment
the clips by the subject of clip. The clip, in principle, can
immediately be played back on the portal or on the display
on the capture participant’s wrist sensor unit. Such capa-
bility will allow the owner of the clip to preview the clip and
then decided if they want to keep it, delete it, or and/or
share it.

Figure 9: Trajectory of Participant relative to cam-
eras during 1-hour test run

5.2 Social Situation Detection
The clips are further divided according to whether or not

a social interaction is shown. This is important information
as the wearable sensor data is analyzed differently during a
social interaction than during a non-social activity.

The wearable devices use an infrared transmitter and re-
ceiver with an adjustable viewing angle to detect when two
badges are face-to-face and close enough to indicate a social
interaction. This system was first developed for the UbER-
badge project in 2004 [28] and has undergone extensive de-
velopment and testing. The audio system on the µBadge
is used to detect who is speaking and who listening. This
can be used to analyze the conversation flow, but is also
used in conjunction with the wearable sensing, as the sensed
parameters also mean different things during speaking and
listening.

5.3 Basic Labeling of Video Clips
Once the system has captured and segmented a video clip,

it is labeled with some basic information quickly received
from the system. These basic parameters are location (which
camera it was from), characters (the main character that the

clip was based on, as well as any other characters that hap-
pened to be in the clip), time (synchronized network time),
light level, temperature, humidity, motion (the motion con-
tent from the PIR and video), social/not social (whether or
not the clip is considered a social encounter or not), and
audio (the audio captured from all active badges is synchro-
nized with the video).

The clip detection/segmentation system was evaluated by
comparing its results to a human performing the same ac-
tions. After a 45-minute run of the system with seven par-
ticipants, all collected video data was handed off to a non-
participant to segment and annotate. The SPINNER Video
Application identified and produced a list of 402 video seg-
ments, with labels and synchronized audio, while the human
identified and produced a list of 396 video segments, a dif-
ference of just over 1%.

It took over thirty hours for the human to complete this
task, as compared to less than 2 minutes for the SPINNER
software. The human could not label the clips with the addi-
tional sensor information, and the clip segmentation timings
are less precise. This illustrates the utility of the SPINNER
Video Application simply as a video annotation tool with
enough savings in human resource time to promote the de-
velopment of large distributed ”socially-aware”video camera
systems.

The system then labels the video clips with more detailed
information from the processing of the wearable sensor data.

5.4 Wearable Sensor Data Processing
Pixel-processing-based vision systems and verbal natural

language analysis require a level of domain control over the
capture of the audio and video not easily achieved with in-
situ camera networks focused on emergent human behaviors.
Vision and speech analysis, regardless of whether performed
by humans or by machines watching such titanic amounts
of video content, are resource heavy and often cannot run in
real-time, making them of little use in a large-scale pervasive
video capture system.

Perhaps the biggest drawback of video analytics is their
limited access to the subject. The cameras in the system
provide a remote, third person subjective view, as opposed
to an egocentric, body-mounted objective view which, con-
sidering the humanity of the subjects, is where the action
is.

For the SPINNER system, wearable sensor devices are
used to capture on-body low-level sensor data that can be
mapped to higher level descriptions of human behavior per-
tinent to understanding the content of a video clip in the
context of the surrounding events and environment. The
mapping of raw sensor data to these target parameters was
continually hand-tweaked according to human annotation
of watched video clips captured along with the sensor data.
This method of design is appropriate for this system as the
goal is to label videos using sensor data similarly to how a
human would label through viewing.

In general, the sensor data processing seeks to determine
an activity level of the participant, indicating moments of
change (physical, internal, situational) - it seeks to observe
signaling in social situations that quantifies changes in the
participants’s relationships with others and with society, in-
dicating important moments that need to be captured in
video and included in any final product.

Examples of this derived data, taken from a live scenario,
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where seven participants each wore a badge and a wrist
sensor for one hour while within the coverage area of the
SPINNER distributed camera system, are presented below
in Figures 10-14. For more examples and larger format plots,
please see [1].

5.4.1 Activity
The activity parameters indicate an action resulting in

some kind of a change, be it a change in current task ex-
ecution, mental state or attitude, and/or social situation.
These changes present themselves in an observable and phys-
ical fashion and are therefore important labels as to how the
audience will view the captured video clip.

The SPINNER wearable sensor devices have been designed
to accurately detect motion with the inclusion of inertial
sensors mounted on the wrist and on the torso. Each of
these devices has a 3-axis accelerometer and a 2-axis gyro-
scope. The badge device also has a 3-axis compass reporting
absolute angular orientation. Figure 10 shows the activity
envelope calculated from 10 sensor data streams for one par-
ticipant over a 3 minute interval.

Figure 10: Subject’s Overall Physical Activity En-
velope

The wrist device is also equipped with a galvanic skin
response sensor. This sensor works by measuring the skin
conductivity to assess perspiration level. The moisture con-
tent in the skin fluctuates according to external tempera-
ture, physical activity, and all things being equal, emotional
arousal. The GSR, as expected [29], tracks with the physical
activity. In the case where the GSR rises above a threshold
in a period of little physical activity, the SPINNER system
will treat the internal activity as if it were physical activity,
indicating some sort of situational change for the subject.

5.4.2 Social Signals
During a social interaction, we express significant amounts

of information as to our situation, internal states, and per-
sonality. The SPINNER application creates a ”relationship
score” parameter ranging from a very negative relationship
(i.e. active dislike) to a very positive relationship (i.e. active
like), with the center point being no relationship (they have
not met) or indifference. This relationship strength param-
eter is sometimes referred to as respect, social level, or level
of attraction.

The relationship score is calculated from the level of in-
terest/attention one person pays to another and the energy
used when communicating. The interest level determines
if the relationship value will be positive or negative. The
interest level is then combined with the amount of energy
expended in the conversation to determine the intensity of
the relationship, be it negative or positive.

In order to calculate this value, several intermediate pa-
rameters need to be calculated for a social encounter, all of
which can also be used to label the video clip. Many of these

Figure 11: Hand activity aligned with audio enve-
lope for two participants in a conversation, data
taken from actual natural test situation. Blue
shaded areas are time periods automatically selected
when hand motion is high and speech envelope is
low. These areas are considered as times of low at-
tentiveness due to increased hand motion while lis-
tening. The green shaded areas on the plot are au-
tomatically created to show areas of emphatic ges-
ture, when both the audio and hand activity are
above thresholds showing moments of high speaker
intensity

parameters have been determined from literature related to
non-linguistic communication and human signaling [27] and
then tested with the SPINNER system’s video observation
capabilities. To ascertain the level of interest, we take into
consideration hand motion while listening, posture, body
mirroring with speaker, body jitter while listening, and rel-
ative body orientation between speaker and listener. For
communication energy, we mainly take into consideration
hand motion while speaking to indicate emphatic speech,
but we have also experimented with posture, body orienta-
tion, and conversation dynamics (interruptions, etc) to in-
dicate speaking intensity. The raw data considered (audio
envelope and physical activity from two particpants inter-
acting) is shown in Figure 10 and Figures 11 through 14
illustrate the process to get from this raw data to an overall
energy metric for the conversation.

The conversational energy of one participant talking to
another is offset with values from the interest level of the
other participant to determine the relationship score in each
direction. Many of the fluctuations of the various envelopes
used to calculate the relationship score are still present in
the final values. This is exemplified by moments where no
one is speaking or a lull between signals. Due to these fluc-
tuations, the relationship score is interpolated to look at
major trends, as opposed to using instantaneous data. The
interpolation algorithm shown in blue in Figure 14 has been
hand-tweaked based on observation of the videos from vari-
ous social interactions.
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Figure 12: Participant 1’s Speech Intensity and Lis-
tening Intensity/Attentiveness, the value is set to
zero for speaking intensity while listening and set to
zero for listening intensity while speaking

Figure 13: The conversation energy of Participant
1 is calculated by adding the zero-aligned speaking
and listening energy values

Figure 14: The relationship score over the course of
one conversation between Participant 1 and Partic-
ipant 2. In general the conversation goes downhill
from there and dwindles into a fairly indifferent in-
teraction

The activity and social derivations were evaluated by se-
lecting some individual clips, posting them on YouTube, and
asking viewers questions similar to what the sensors tell us.
These results are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Results from the sensor processing eval-
uation comparing sensor derived values to human
observed values, curves show tracking of results

5.5 User Input Parameters and Output Video
Assembly

After the clips are captured, divided, and labeled, the
SPINNER Video system can create an endless array of edited
videos as determined by a set of input parameters. The first
input parameters that control the creation of the final video
from the labeled clips are the main character and the story
trajectory. The story trajectory (see Figure 16 for example)
is the overall shape of one or more of the parameters over
the course of the final output video.

Figure 16: Example Story Trajectory, Y-Axis can be
mapped to any parameter that the SPINNER sys-
tem has available, according to the desired output
video

In addition to one or more parametric story trajectories,
the SPINNER system takes in the following parameters to
control the desired video creation: curve matching toler-
ances for trajectories, ratio of social clips to non-social clips,
whether reordering clips out of time order is allowed, and
pacing parameters including target clip length, how to han-
dle clips with little or no change, and which parameters are
used to determine editing transition length and style.

The raw sensor data and derived information can also be
mapped to the music mix, and specific edit points can be
entered to help synchronize the audio and video.

6. EXECUTION, RESULTS, AND EVALUA-
TION OF VIDEO CREATION WITH SEN-
SOR NETWORKS

After months of repeated test runs and iterations of the
platform and the sensor data processing methods, the sys-
tem was executed stand-alone for three sessions ranging from
one to five hours with a minimum of 40 operational portals.
The first of these sessions used only the distributed network
of cameras and sensors. The second and third sessions were
focused on seven participants wearing badges and wrist sen-
sor units.

In the video examples involving instrumented people, the
system was set to automatically create an edited video based
on one main character and driven by a set of parameters,
such as an overall arc of social and non-social intensity.
These videos were also posted to YouTube, and viewers were
polled to assess their quality compared to one another and
to a randomly created montage.

6.1 Created Video #1 - Activity
The first example video was generated without any wear-

able sensors to demonstrate the distributed video camera
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system, the narrative trajectory matching, and final assem-
bly of a video. The video was created by mapping the sensors
from the Portals to the captured video. A clip’s activity, or
”story energy” level was calculated with the following for-
mula:

activity = 0.50
motion

100
+ 0.25

sound

32767
+ 0.25badges (1)

In the above equation, ”motion” is defined as the percent-
age of time during the previous rolling window where the
PIR sensor detected motion. ”Sound” is defined as the am-
plitude of the sound pressure from the portal’s microphone,
and ”badges” is either a one or a zero, depending on whether
the portal has seen any badges recently.

Figure 17: Energy/Activity Curve Entered for Ac-
tivity Video Creation

In addition to the story energy trajectory for the video,
the light level is mapped to the editing process. The clips
selected in the first and last third of the final output are
required to have lower light readings than the clips selected
for the middle third. Taking into account the activity value
and the light level, the clips are sequenced to best fit the
trajectory shown in Figure 17.

Figure 18: Activity Video Still

The 1m30s video was created with thirty-five active cam-
eras over the course of a large two-day, 300-person research
symposium, resulting in over three weeks of raw video footage
that the system needed to sort. Upon viewing this short
video, those who were in attendance of the event said it
accurately represented how they remember the event un-
folding. Around 75% of those who were not in attendance
said that the video made them wish they were there and
provided insight into the feeling, dynamics, and structure of
the event. A still from this video is shown in Figure 18 and
the entire video is available for view on YouTube at [30].

6.2 Created Video #2 - Journey
This example video mainly illustrates the use of the wear-

able sensors to identify and locate the participants with re-
spect to the cameras. This video was created from close to
two hours of raw footage collected from thirty-five cameras
with seven participants wearing sensors, one of which was
arbitrarily selected as the main character.

The trajectory designed for this video was completely flat.
In other words, this video was automatically assembled from
all clips that have a steady energy curve. For this video, the
energy level was mapped to inertial motion variance during
non-social clips. The system was instructed to only select
from non-social clips, except for one social clip in the middle.
The social clip selected should be the one with the flattest
energy curve. For the case of the social clips, the energy
curve for this video was mapped to listening energy. The
general idea of these particular settings is to test the systems
ability to track a main character and create a story based
around slowly searching and finding one social moment to
interrupt an otherwise steady adventure.

The audio in this Journey Video is mapped to the motion
of the main characterŠs wrist. The loudness of the back-
ground music in relation with the sync sound recorded from
the subject’s microphone increases with the amount of wrist
activity. This type of mapping is useful to emphasize the
subject’s motion in the video through the use of sound and
in general can heighten how engaging the video is for the
audience.

Figure 19: Journey Video Still

The final journey video was around two minutes long
edited down from over sixty hours of raw footage including
one hour of raw footage that contained the main character.
A still from this video is shown in Figure 19 and the entire
video is available for view on YouTube at [31].

6.3 Created Video #3 - Story Arc
The next selected video example that was created by the

SPINNER application illustrates the use of a standard story
structure to sequence the clips. This system was asked to
create a video characterized by a period of slow activity,
followed by an up-tempo search, then ultimately leveling off,
but at a higher level than the start, as would be expected
from the experience of searching and finding.

The parameters used in creating this video are the wrist
and body motion variance (while the main character is alone),
and a combination of speaking energy from the main charac-
ter and listening energy from other characters he is talking to
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(while in a social interaction clip). The clips are sequenced
according to this calculated energy parameter and whether
or not the clip contained a social interaction to best fit the
trajectory shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Story Arc Video Trajectory as Input to
Video Creation Application

This video was created during the exact same time frame
as the journey video from the previous section. Accordingly,
it was also created from over sixty hours of raw footage
with seven participants, including an hour of footage con-
taining the main character. This video shows an entirely
different perspective of events from the same time (and ex-
tracted from the same source footage) as the journey video.
In each case, when the two main characters crossed paths,
the specifics of their meeting did not match the programmed
story conditions, hence this clip was not selected. This ex-
ample illustrates how the wearable sensors can be used to
project out media that represents a different series of events
from a common shoot. A still from this video is shown in
Figure 21 and the entire Story Arc Video can be viewed on
YouTube at [32].

Figure 21: Story Arc Video Still

6.4 Evaluation of Video Creation
In order to evaluate the SPINNER Video Application, the

videos that it has created have been uploaded to YouTube
so that they may be viewed and rated by a large audience.
The Journey Video and the Story Arc Video as described
above have been uploaded along with a video made by a
random assembly of clips also from the SPINNER cameras.
The randomly assembled video is also available at [33].

Our results (Figure 22) show that both the Story Arc
Movie and the Travel Movie were enjoyed substantially more
than a randomly assembled video, despite all three movies
coming from the same source material. Almost everyone se-
lected the random movie as the one most likely assembled
by a mechanized process. In general, the results show that
the videos created with by the narrative-informed SPINNER
system were enjoyed in general as well as in comparison to

Figure 22: Results of User Survey

the video edited by a process without structure. One curious
result was that the random video that people did not enjoy
as much was seen being as too short. This is probably due to
the fact that it has no meaning, hence viewers assumed that
something was missing that would be included if the video
was longer. The other two videos were considered as near
perfect length, indicating that they were viewed as being a
complete story with nothing missing. These results, com-
bined with the fact that it would take a human hundreds
of hours to filter through the video and recreate this pro-
cess, indicate that these techniques are promising and the
SPINNER Video Application was successful.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Media technology has exploded into the very fabric of our

lives, bringing with it a host of potential benefits and draw-
backs. Through the design and implementation of our sys-
tem and our experimentation with automatic user-generated
video content creation we have started to understand and
confront the drawbacks inherent with the coming age of truly
ubiquitous media and allow its benefits to have their full im-
pact on society.

More specifically, we have developed and deployed a pow-
erful new media platform for experimentation with distributed
cameras, wearable sensing, social signal analysis, situated
media technologies such as ubiquitous displays, wearable
distributed audio capture, and the use of narratology to
design applications and systems. Using this platform, we
have created a new form of entertainment and communica-
tion allowing users to create comprehensible video content
out of their social and personal behavior. This method of
creation promotes validity of output and puts the ability to
create meaningful content into everyone’s hands - in other
words, no special knowledge or practice is required to create
it, as the result arises from one’s actual experience. Our
system has successfully transformed the environment into a
creative tool and a new technique for self-documentation and
self-reflection that can lead to new and unexpected insights
about events that might go unnoticed while living them.

A major point of future work is to execute the system for
an extended period of time on the order of weeks providing
an extended set of data to label, filter, and ultimately have
better options for which captured events to include in the
final video.

While we have demonstrated a complete content creation
system, one can do much more with these tools given enough
time to really explore some deeper areas, such as using the
wearable sensors to reliably label video with true emotional
parameters (i.e. conflict and respect). We have started to
work on these types of mappings as well as using sensor
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data to identify moments that can be considered as specific
story beats according to a particular model of narrative.
The system could be greatly improved by adding the recog-
nition of specific gestures and relating these to story beats.
These enhancements will allow future versions of the SPIN-
NER video content creation system to create more interest-
ing and efficient output. However, even in its simplest form,
the demonstrated system as-is would be an extremely useful
editor/producer’s aid, automatically screening out irrelevant
footage and suggesting clips that could fit a storyboard.
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